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A question that made us think . . .   A question that made us think . . .   Someone asked recently, “What is the best ‘soul food’ youSomeone asked recently, “What is the best ‘soul food’ you  
have found in your years as missionaries?”  We would have to say, it is the Word of God itself,have found in your years as missionaries?”  We would have to say, it is the Word of God itself,   
but . .  it can include other things as well. Like I wrote last month, and still believe . . . “Thebut . .  it can include other things as well. Like I wrote last month, and still believe . . . “The  
Spirit of God uses the Word of God to transform the child of God.”  Well then you say, howSpirit of God uses the Word of God to transform the child of God.”  Well then you say, how  
does the Holy Spirit use the Word in your lives?  Firstly, if the Spirit is to use the Word to feeddoes the Holy Spirit use the Word in your lives?  Firstly, if the Spirit is to use the Word to feed  
and mature us, we and mature us, we have to be in the Word.have to be in the Word. Not just a little but a lot, not just shallow but deep, Not just a little but a lot, not just shallow but deep,  
not just occasionally but regularly.  This involves reading whole books of the Bible - -not just occasionally but regularly.  This involves reading whole books of the Bible - -   
sometimes reading quickly to grasp the sweep, sometimes slowly so it sinks down deep.  Andsometimes reading quickly to grasp the sweep, sometimes slowly so it sinks down deep.  And  
all the time drawing us closer to the Risen Christ.all the time drawing us closer to the Risen Christ.

And here’s an example that has worked for us - - going right through an OT or NT book withAnd here’s an example that has worked for us - - going right through an OT or NT book with  
our Bible in one hand and a trusted commentary in the other. Every time a word or a verse orour Bible in one hand and a trusted commentary in the other. Every time a word or a verse or  
a passage is not as clear as we wish it was, we pause and read what the author says about thea passage is not as clear as we wish it was, we pause and read what the author says about the  
point in question. We personally like the IVP series “The Bible Speaks Today” written bypoint in question. We personally like the IVP series “The Bible Speaks Today” written by  
different scholars who are also effective  evangelical preachers and teachers. Some of youdifferent scholars who are also effective  evangelical preachers and teachers. Some of you  
reading this will say that you find enough in your Study Bible notes (eg. ESVSB or NIVSB or Lifereading this will say that you find enough in your Study Bible notes (eg. ESVSB or NIVSB or Life   
Application Study Bible). We try to remember that it is the text of Scripture which is inspired,Application Study Bible). We try to remember that it is the text of Scripture which is inspired,   
not the comments upon it. In fact, my father used to say, “It’s the text at the top Robin, notnot the comments upon it. In fact, my father used to say, “It’s the text at the top Robin, not   
the notes at the bottom, which are inspired!”the notes at the bottom, which are inspired!”

And before leaving this subject . . .And before leaving this subject . . .   there are so many really good books also which feed our there are so many really good books also which feed our  
souls. Names like Piper, Stott, Swindoll, Bruce, Yancey, Meyer, Moore, Ryall, Murray, Lucadosouls. Names like Piper, Stott, Swindoll, Bruce, Yancey, Meyer, Moore, Ryall, Murray, Lucado  
come to mind readily – some old, some new, some current, some classics.  Books that take youcome to mind readily – some old, some new, some current, some classics.  Books that take you  
back to the Word of God in fresh ways, to fortify your faith and feed your soul. back to the Word of God in fresh ways, to fortify your faith and feed your soul. 

There are plenty of distractions that can keep us from this pursuit these days.  But here’s oneThere are plenty of distractions that can keep us from this pursuit these days.  But here’s one  
older couple who feel that the investment is well worth it. Make it a lifetime habit and you’llolder couple who feel that the investment is well worth it. Make it a lifetime habit and you’ll   
never regret it. Reading that feeds us spiritually and deepens our intimacy with Christ deepnever regret it. Reading that feeds us spiritually and deepens our intimacy with Christ deep  
within, is worth every minute we put in.  If we are leaders, it is not an optional extra - - it'swithin, is worth every minute we put in.  If we are leaders, it is not an optional extra - - it's   
standard equipment!standard equipment!


